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ooo FAO: Making the most of your PlaySmart Centre and Team

PlaySmart Centres and their teams help thousands of players every week-but did you know they
can help you, too?

What's the role of PlaySmart Centres?

PlaySmart Centres provide education and support resources for all players across the player

spectrum... and for venue staff, too. All PlaySmart Centres provide:

r Brochures on how to play the games, assess play risk, help gamblers you're worried about, and play smart

. Helpline numbers for immediate support

o Materials from local support services, like treatment providers and credit counselling

PlaySmart Centres vary across venues. Some Centres provide interactive games and sitting areas where players
can take a break, or enjoy free tea and coffee, while others provide self-serve gambling resources. lt's a great idea
to take a trip to your PlaySmart Centre-it can help boost your gambling knowledge and ensure that when a player
needs information or resources, you know where to send them and what to find there

Who is the PlaySmart Centre team?

PlaySmart Centres are operated and staffed by
the Responsible Gambling Council of 0ntario,
which is an independent non-profit organization
dedicated to reducing gambling risks and
recognized as a leader in responsible gambling.

PlaySmart Centre staff are specially trained to
provide information and support. They welcome
opportunities to chat with venue staff, so feel free
to ask them questions about gambling, available
resoLrrces, and having PlaySmart conversations.
You can also introduce them to players who may
benefit from information about gambling or
safer play strategies

When and where can I talk to the
PlaySmart Centre team?

When the PlaySmart Centre team is on-site, you

can find them at the Centre or on the gaming

floor-look for staff wearing a blue shirt or grey
jacket with the PlaySmart logo.

PlaySmart Centre teams also alternate player-

facing and back of house events monthly. These
events are great opportunities for you to connect
and brush up on PlaySmart knowledge and tips.
Ask your PlaySmart Champion when the next
event is being held.

When the PlaySmart Centre team is not on-site,
you can still access all the information and
resources at the PlaySmart Centre.
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